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Enhancing intramolecular features and identifying defects in organic and hybrid nanoarchitectures on a metal surface at room temperature using a NaCl-functionalized scanning tunneling microscopy tip

David Peyrot and Fabien Silly

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful method to characterize two-dimensional organic structures and their local electronic properties. Intermolecular features are usually routinely revealed using STM at very low temperature. The resolution of STM images recorded at room temperature is in comparison quite limited. We investigate here the morphology and local electronic properties of organic and hybrid nanoarchitectures laying on metal surface at room temperature using STM with a classical PtIr tip and a novel NaCl-functionalised tip. STM images show that the NaCl-functionalized tip allows revealing at room temperature intermolecular features and variation of molecular local electronic properties, that are not visible using a PtIr tip. This new method opens new opportunities for characterizing and assessing at the atomic scale the morphology and electronic properties of organic nanoarchitectures on highly conductive surfaces not only at room temperature but also at low temperature.

1 Introduction

Characterizing two-dimensional nanostructures and nanoarchitectures at the atomic scale is a challenge of nanosciences for the development of new functionalized nanomaterials for nanotechnology. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a powerful technique to assess locally the topographic and electronic properties of nanostructured surfaces. During the last years intense research effort has been dedicated to improve the resolution of SPM techniques. The resolution of non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) in vacuum at low temperature has been especially improved using functionalized SPM tips. Images of molecular carbon skeletons have been acquired at low temperature using Xe-functionalized and CO-functionalized tips. The apex of the tip is functionalized by flooding the vacuum chamber in gas when the tip temperature is below the gas condensation temperature. Gas molecules thus adsorb onto the tip apex. This technique has also been adapted to enhance the resolution of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Temirov et al. functionalized the STM tip apex with \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{D}_2 \) molecules at low temperature. They showed that, using these tips, the STM contrast can be switched between the conventional mapping of the electronic local density of states and a new geometric imaging by selecting the appropriate tunneling bias voltage. PTCDA and tetracene molecular benzene rings appear as bright spots at low temperature in the STM images using these functionalised tips. The main drawback of these AFM and STM techniques is that they require very low temperature to first functionalised the SPM tips and then to perform the characterization of the nanostructures. To achieve atomic scale electronic contrast in the SPM images of organic nanoarchitectures, molecules often have to lay on an insulating thin film, as NaCl, to be electronically decoupled from the supporting metal surface. The challenge still consists to assess to the individual electronic properties of molecules at room temperature on metal surfaces. Intramolecular features have been observed in molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces using STM at room temperature but only using tunneling bias close to the Fermi level, where the integral of the density of states is close to the local density of states. Intermolecular features are usually lost when the tunneling bias is higher than few meV. The tunneling bias can thus not be used as a free parameter to optimize STM images, which is essential to discover new localized phenomena. Intramolecular features have been observed in molecules adsorbed on graphite, where the electronic coupling at the interface is less strong than on a metal surface.

In this paper we investigate the contrast enhancement in the STM images of organic and hybrid nanoarchitectures on metal surfaces at room temperature induced by a NaCl-functionalized STM tip. Archetypal 2D model systems (PTCDI molecules and PTCDI-NaCl nanoarchitectures) are selected as a benchmarks to assess the enhanced resolution of the NaCl-functionalized STM tip in comparison with a non-functionalised PtIr STM tip. STM data reveal that new electronic features appear at room
temperature in the STM images recorded with the NaCl-functionalized STM tip.

2 Experimental

Experiments were performed in a ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber at a pressure of $10^{-8}$ Pa. 3,4,9,10-Perylenetetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI, C_{24}H_{10}N_{2}O_{4}) molecules (Fig. 2a) and NaCl were evaporated at 250 °C and 390 °C respectively onto a Au(111) surface. Cut PtIr tips were used to obtain constant current STM images at room temperature with a bias voltage applied to the sample. PtIr tips were cleaned and sharpen by applying pulses on the clean Au(111) surface. The PtIr tips were functionalized with NaCl by applying a bias pulse (+3 V) on top of an NaCl island. STM images were processed and analyzed using the FabViewer application.

3 Results

3.1 Enhanced STM contrast in NaCl island imaging

The Fig. 1a presents an STM image of a crystalline NaCl island recorded first with a sharp PtIr tip (top) and then an NaCl functionalized STM tip (bottom) at room temperature. The yellow dashed line highlights the imaging transition between the two STM tips. The STM image reveals that the resolution of the STM image is drastically improved using the NaCl-functionalized STM tip. The typical corrugation of the NaCl island taken along the line profiles indicated by the white arrow (PtIr STM tip) and the black arrow (NaCl-functionalized STM tip) is presented in Fig. 1b. The corrugation of the NaCl island is ~0.07 Å with the PtIr STM tip, whereas it is ~0.50 Å with the NaCl functionalized STM tip. The corrugation has been enhanced by a factor 7 using the NaCl-functionalized STM tip.

3.2 Enhanced STM contrast in NaCl–PTCDI nanoarchitecture imaging

The scheme of a 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI) molecule and the corresponding charge density contours of LUMO, LUMO + 1, HOMO, HOMO – 1 are presented in Fig. 2. The charge density contours were calculated using complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) semi empirical method. This method uses two approximations: core approximation (only the outer valence electrons are explicitly included) and zero-differential overlap.

3.2.1 Identifying molecules having different electronic properties. The Fig. 3 presents STM images of PTCDI molecules (a and b) and PTCDI mixed with NaCl (c–f) at room temperature. The STM images in Fig. 3a, c, e and g have been recorded using a sharp PtIr tip, whereas the STM images in Fig. 3b, d, f and h have been recorded using an NaCl-functionalized tip. The STM images reveal that most of the PTCDI molecules adopt a capsule-shape with the PtIr tip, whereas they adopt a pronounced peanut-contour with the NaCl-functionalized tip,

![Fig. 1](image1.png)  
**Fig. 1** (a) STM image of an crystalline NaCl island, 12 × 7 nm$^2$, $V_s = 1.2$ V, $I_t = 106$ pA. The yellow dash line highlights the transition between STM imaging using the PtIr STM tip (top) and the NaCl-functionalized STM tip (bottom). (b) Line profiles taken along the gray dashed line (PtIr STM tip) and the black dashed line (NaCl functionalized STM tip).
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**Fig. 2** Scheme of 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI) molecule (top) and calculated densities of unoccupied states (bottom). (Bottom) Image of the molecular orbitals (charge density contours) superimposed to the PTCDI skeleton (gray balls are carbon atoms, red balls are oxygen atoms, white balls are hydrogen atoms, and blue balls are nitrogen atoms). The different colors in the HOMO and LUMO maps (bottom) mean different signs.
Fig. 3 STM image of PTCDI molecules at room temperature, using a PtIr tip (a) and an NaCl functionalized tip (b), 5 x 3 nm², $V_s = 1.2$ V, $I_t = 106$ pA. STM images of PTCDI mixed with NaCl at room temperature, using a PtIr tip (c and e) and an NaCl functionalized tip (d and f), 5 x 5 nm², $V_s = 1.2$ V, $I_t = 106$ pA. STM images of a PTCDI-..NaCl-..PTCDI stick at room temperature, using a PtIr tip (g) and an NaCl functionalized tip (h), 5 x 2 nm², $I_t = 106$ pA.

Additional details are also revealed inside the molecules using the NaCl-functionalized tip. These dark round areas are observed inside the PTCDI molecules. These dark areas are not observed using the PtIr tip, Fig. 3a, c, e, g. The PTCDI molecules are thus adopting a “8”-shape when the NaCl functionalized tip is used. This “8”-shape can be observed in Fig. 3b, d and f but it is especially visible in the Fig. 3h, where the color scale bar has been specifically adjusted. This “8”-shape is similar to the molecular LUMO + 1 shape (Fig. 2). In contrast with these molecules, the central molecule in Fig. 3a adopts a non-uniform shape in the STM image recorded using the PtIr tip. The STM image obtained using the NaCl-functionalized tip reveals that this molecule adopts a shape that is similar to the molecular LUMO shape (Fig. 2). The NaCl-functionalized tip thus reveals that PTCDI molecules on Au(111) can adopt the LUMO or the LUMO + 1 shape in the STM image. In comparison the NaCl dimers appear as bright spots in the STM images using the PtIr and the NaCl-functionalized tips.

3.2.2 Bias-dependent STM contrast. Fig. 4 shows STM images of the NaCl-PTCDI “mesh”-nanoarchitecture on Au(111) recorded using a clean PtIr STM tip, 14 x 14 nm², $V_s = +1.3$ V, $I_t = 180$ pA. This structure is formed after depositing PTCDI and NaCl on Au(111) and the surface post-annealed at 100 °C. The PTDI molecules appear as capsules and NaCl dimers as bright spots, independently of the selected tunneling bias. We did not find any tunneling conditions that allow imaging intermolecular details using a clean PtIr tip, as it can be seen in the additional STM images presented in ref. 48.

Fig. 5 shows STM images of NaCl-PTCDI “mesh”-nanoarchitecture on Au(111) recorded at room temperature using an NaCl functionalized NaCl tip. The STM images are sequentially recorded using a clean and sharp PtIr tip. The large scale STM image of the NaCl-PTCDI “mesh”-nanoarchitecture at room temperature using an NaCl functionalized STM tip, 18 x 14 nm², (a) $V_s = +1.0$ V, $I_t = 365$ pA; (b) $V_s = -1.0$ V, $I_t = 365$ pA.
recorded at two different tunneling bias ((a) $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V}$ and (b) $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$). The STM images show that the appearance of the hybrid nanoarchitecture depends drastically on the tunneling bias.

High resolution STM images of the NaCl–PTCDI “mesh”-nanoarchitecture sequentially recorded using an NaCl-functionalized tip at $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V}$ (a) and $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$ (b) are presented in Fig. 6. The network unit cell shape is not varying with the tunneling bias. The network unit cell of this porous structure is a rectangle with 2.3 nm and 2.5 nm unit cell constants and an angle of $\sim 90^\circ$ between the axes (Fig. 6a and b).

The STM images show that PTCDI molecules adopt a “$\pi$”-shape (LUMO + 1) for $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V}$, whereas the molecules adopt the molecular LUMO shape for $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$ (see comparison between molecular skeleton, molecular LUMO and the STM image of one molecule in Fig. 6c–e). The orientation of the PTCDI molecules can be determined with a high accuracy from the high resolution STM image recorded at $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$ using the NaCl-functionalized tip, Fig. 6b and f. One N–H group of the PTCDI molecules is pointing toward a NaCl dimer forming straight PTCDI–NaCl–PTCDI sticks (highlighted by dashed green and yellow rectangles in Fig. 6f). A model of PTCDI–NaCl–PTCDI stick is presented in Fig. 6g. The second PTCDI N–H group is in comparison pointing toward an oxygen atom of a neighboring molecule, forming an N–H–O hydrogen bond, Fig. 6f. The angle between neighboring PTCDI–NaCl–PTCDI sticks is $\sim 80^\circ$.

3.2.3 Identifying variation of local electronic properties in 2D hybrid nanoarchitecture. High resolution STM images of a local defect in the NaCl–PTCDI “mesh”-nanoarchitecture recorded using an NaCl-functionalized tip at $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V}$ (a) and $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$ (b) are presented in Fig. 7. All the PTCDI molecules look nearly identical for $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V}$ (Fig. 7a). In contrast the STM image recorded at $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$ reveals that one molecule (highlighted by a dashed yellow rectangle in Fig. 7a) differs from the other one. No intramolecular feature can be observed in this molecule at $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V}$, whereas all the other molecules adopt

![Fig. 6 STM image of the PTCDI–NaCl mesh-nanoarchitecture at room temperature and a post annealing at 100 °C using an NaCl functionalized STM tip, 5 × 4 nm², (a) $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V, } I_s = 365 \text{ pA;}$ (b) $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V, } I_s = 365 \text{ pA.}$. (c) Scheme of the PTCDI molecule. (d) Charge density contours (blue and green color) of the PTCDI LUMO superimposed on the STM image of the molecule (e). (f) Model of the NaCl–PTCDI mesh-arrangement. Charge density contours (blue and green color, yellow and pink) of the PTCDI LUMO have been superimposed onto the STM image (b). Parallel PTCDI–NaCl–PTCDI sticks are highlighted by dashed green and yellow rectangles respectively. NaCl is highlighted by green and yellow circles. (g) Model of the PTCDI–NaCl–PTCDI stick on Au(111). NaCl dimer is represented with a dimer composed of a blue (chlorine) and a green (sodium) ball.](image1)

![Fig. 7 STM image of local defect in the PTCDI–NaCl mesh-nanoarchitecture at room temperature using an NaCl functionalized STM tip, 7 × 4 nm², (a) $V_s = +1.0 \text{ V, } I_s = 365 \text{ pA;}$ (b) $V_s = -1.0 \text{ V, } I_s = 365 \text{ pA.}$ Molecular defect is highlighted by a dash yellow rectangle. Regular molecules are highlighted by a dash blue rectangles for comparison.](image2)
a LUMO-shape. This specific molecule appears to be located further to the neighboring PTCDI molecule, resulting in a different intermolecular interactions. Subtle variations in nanoobject lateral binding can drastically affect its electronic properties.\textsuperscript{31} We recently showed that variation of lateral coupling in PTCDI assemblies can lead to a drastic modification of molecular appearance in the STM images.\textsuperscript{32} The NaCl functionalised tip therefore reveals variation of molecular electronic properties either induced by intermolecular coupling or due to a tiny defect in the molecular structure.

4 Discussion

These experimental observations show that NaCl functionalized STM tip can be used to probe the local electronic properties of two-dimensional nanostructures on metal surface at room temperature. The STM images reveal that an increase of contrast (700%) has been achieved when imaging an NaCl island, Fig. 1. The NaCl-functionalized tip allows revealing at room temperature intramolecular features in organic nanoarchitectures deposited on Au(111). For example PTCDI molecules adopt a capsule-shape in the STM images recorded using a conventional PtIr tip. In contrast the molecules usually adopt a 8-shape in the STM images recorded using a NaCl-functionalized tip, Fig. 3. This 8-shape is similar to the molecular LUMO + 1 (Fig. 2). Individual molecules have a specific electronic behavior can be undoubtedly identified in the STM images recorded using the NaCl-functionalized tip. For example the PTCDI molecule in the center of the Fig. 3a has an homogeneous shape in the STM image recorded using the PtIr STM tip. The STM image recorded using the NaCl-functionalized tip reveals that the shape of this molecule is similar to the LUMO of the molecule, whereas the shape of the other molecules is similar to the LUMO + 1, Fig. 3b. This highlights that molecular assembly is drastically affecting the electronic properties of the molecular arrangement on metal surfaces, and this effect can be observed at room temperature using STM. High-resolution STM tips are however required to reveal this phenomenon.

Additional contrast can be obtained with the NaCl STM tip by changing the tunneling bias, Fig. 6. The high resolution STM images in Fig. 6 show that the PTCDI molecules adopt the LUMO + 1 shape at \( V_t = +1.0 \) V, whereas the molecules adopt the LUMO shape at \( V_s = -1.0 \) V. The sophisticated contrast of the molecular LUMO allows precisely determining the orientation of all the PTCDI molecules in the hybrid PTCDI–NaCl nanoarchitecture. Surprisingly the molecular LUMO is observed in the STM images far from the Fermi level (\( V_s = -1.0 \) V). Cao \textit{et al.} however showed that the LUMO of perylene derivatives (very similar to PTCDI molecules) is localized below the Au(111) surface Fermi level. This broad state has nevertheless a contribution close to the Fermi level.\textsuperscript{33} This explains why intramolecular details in STM images are usually observed close to the Fermi level, where the integral of the density of states is close to the local density of states.\textsuperscript{44} The appearance of the LUMO below \( E_F \) is usually attributed to a more effective core hole self-screening by the excited electron in the \( \pi^* \) molecular orbital compared to the core hole screening by metal electrons.\textsuperscript{52} Far from the Fermi level, other surface electronic contributions, such as surface states of (111) noble metal surfaces,\textsuperscript{44} are weakening the contribution of the molecules in the STM signal. It is therefore very surprising to observe intramolecular features in the STM images far from the Fermi level, especially at room temperature. Recording intermolecular features usually requires STS mapping at low temperature with the classic PtIr or W STM tip. This is one of the most interesting benefit of the NaCl functionalised STM tip. Defects in the molecular arrangement can be undoubtedly identified in these high resolution images, \( i.e. \) the shape of single molecules can differ. The STM image in Fig. 7 shows that the NaCl-functionalized tip permits to precisely identify molecules having an unusual electronic behavior.

As there is no experimental image of the tip, it is experimentally impossible to assure which NaCl species is driving the enhanced resolution of the NaCl-functionalized tip. STM images are however showing that Cl anions are appearing as a bright spots in the STM images, whereas Na cations are invisible (Fig. 1 and 5). This indicates that Cl cation density of states is having a high contrast in STM imaging. This therefore suggests that this species is most probably at the origin of the enhanced resolution of the NaCl-functionalised tip. The NaCl-functionalised STM tip was achieved numerous times using different PtIr tips, over months. Functionalizing the PtIr tip with NaCl did not appear to be more difficult than sharpening a PtIr tip with bias pulse. The NaCl functionalized-tip is able to reveal intramolecular details in the carbon skeleton of PTCDI molecules at room temperature, so this imaging method should also provide enhanced STM images of numerous carbon-based molecules, as CO-functionalized AFM tip is providing enhanced AFM images of numerous carbon-based molecules at very low temperature. The main drawback of this technique is that it requires depositing NaCl on the surface. NaCl self-assembles into flat crystalline islands on metal surfaces. NaCl islands have been indeed successfully grown on numerous crystalline metal surfaces, such as Cu(111),\textsuperscript{34–36} Cu(110),\textsuperscript{37} Cu(311),\textsuperscript{37} Ag(111),\textsuperscript{38} Ag(100),\textsuperscript{39} Ge(100),\textsuperscript{40} Al(111),\textsuperscript{41} Au(111)\textsuperscript{52} and Al(100),\textsuperscript{43} and so it is not polluting the metal surface. NaCl is however reacting with water molecules so high vacuum is required. Our experimental observations should motivate the development of detailed theoretical analysis of the use of NaCl-functionalized conductive tips in scanning tunneling microscopy as it was recently done with carbon-based tips?

5 Conclusion

To summarize, we investigated the properties of organic nanostructures on metal surface at room temperature using STM with a conventional PtIr tip and a NaCl-functionalized tip. We observed that the contrast in the STM images is greatly increased using the NaCl-functionalized tip. The NaCl-functionalized tip allows imaging at room temperature the electronic local density of states of the molecules and their precise orientation by selecting the appropriate bias tunneling voltage. The NaCl-functionalised STM tip also permits to
identify local topographic and electronic defects in 2D nano-architectures at room temperatures. This new method opens new opportunities for characterizing and assessing at the atomic scale and at room temperature the morphology and electronic properties of organic nanoarchitectures on highly conductive surfaces. The NaCl-functionalized tip should not be limited to the STM technique but should also provide enhanced resolution in non-conductive atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) technique. This new technique should stimulate theoretical developments to model the local electronic details observed in the STM images recorded using a NaCl-functionalized tip.
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